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PASTEL COLOURED HOLIDAY SEASON - CARIBBEAN SAILING CRUISE

Embark on a captivating 10-day Caribbean cruise that
encompasses the essence of French flair, pristine natural
wonders, breathtaking sunsets, and vibrant island experiences.
Indulge in the charm of the Îles des Saintes, where you can
savor baguettes, play boules, and immerse yourself in the art of
savoir-vivre. Experience a tranquil oasis in Carriacou, a paradise
adorned with lush nature and magnificent coral reefs. Explore
the inspiring green volcanoes and colorful national parks of St.
Lucia and Grenada, immersing yourself in pure tropical beauty.
Witness the most beautiful sunsets against the backdrop of
palm trees, volcanoes, and the sparkling sea. Complete your
journey by discovering the vibrant ABC island trio of Bonaire and
Curaçao, where you'll encounter flamingos, aloe, and colonial
architecture in pastel hues. This Caribbean cruise promises a
harmonious blend of cultural experiences, natural wonders, and
unforgettable moments.

ITINERARY

DAY 1, Philipsburg/St Maarten

Departure 07.00 pm Spend the day sunbathing, enjoy the fresh
wind breeze, and relax into the day!

DAY 2, Day beneath full sails

Climbing the rigging, untying ropes, setting sails - today is all
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about sailing. Time to lean back and relax in the deck chair and
watch the passionate crew hoisting the sails by hand.

DAY 3, Terre-de-Haut/Îles des Saintes

Arrival 08.00 am, Departure 01.30 pm Îles des Saintes is a
small archipelago which was disputed for a long time until it
finally became French in 1816. In the charming main town of
Terre-de-Haut, you can take a delightful stroll along the
waterside promenade. Boutiques, cafes, bars and restaurants
invite you to browse and spend some time here. The 'savoir
vivre' takes place against a backdrop lit up in all the pastel
shades of the Caribbean. Fort Napoleon is set high above the
bay and your climb up to it is rewarded by a spectacular
panoramic view. On the other side of the island, the Plage de
Pompierre invites you to enjoy a dip in the sea and sunbathe on
the beach.

DAY 4, Soufrière/St Lucia

Arrival 08.00 am, Departure 05.00 pm Two famous volcanic
cones are indisputably the emblem of St Lucia and have been
designated as UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Gros and Petit
Piton tower over the southern, windward side of the island and,
in Soufriere, seem close enough to touch. The volcanoes have in
fact long been extinct, but the sulphur springs demonstrate the
power of the earth's core and still bubble up. In the Botanical
Gardens, natural abundance is combined with artistic
arrangements to create a colorful tropical paradise. Some
people claim that Josephine, who later became Napoleon's wife,
used to bathe in the little pool in the garden.

DAY 5, Tyrell Bay/Carriacou

Arrival 01.30 pm, Departure 07.00 pm Land of the reefs"" is
what the Caribbean natives called their home island centuries
ago. Its underwater world is still dreamlike today: colorful corals,
clear, shallow water and a fascinating variety of species make
Carriacou a Mecca for divers and snorkelers. But the little sister
of the spice island Grenada can hardly complain about too
many visitors: Most guests come with their own sailing yacht
and anchor in the shelter of the horseshoe-shaped Tyrell Bay. In
the bay's friendly harbor, small bars and restaurants provide an
evening Caribbean feeling.

DAY 6, St George's/Grenada

Arrival 08.00 am, Departure 01.30 pm Beautiful beaches,
aromatic spice plantations, dense rainforests, waterfalls and a
volcano that has long been extinct, picturesquely towering over
this stunningly beautiful island. For many people, Grenada is the
incarnation of a tropical paradise and St George's the most
beautiful little port in the Grenadines. All around the
horseshoe-shaped bay there are numerous houses that remind
you of colonial times. There is good reason why nutmeg is
immortalised on the national flag. Alongside cloves, cinnamon
and ginger, it is one of the island's biggest exports.s

DAY 7, Day beneath full sails

Fitness, cosmetics, massage, or enjoy the sun and the sea with
a good book in the deck chair. The two days of sailing invite to
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your personal pampering program on board.

DAY 8, Kralendijk/Bonaire

Arrival 08.00 am, Departure 06.00 pm The second largest
island in the ABC islands, which forms part of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands, is an idyllic natural paradise with many
different faces. In the hilly northern region, lush tropical greenery
prevails and in the some areas have a desert-like character with
cactuses as high as trees and natural salt lakes that attract
whole flocks of pink flamingos. The island also gleams with
rugged rocky cliffs, mangrove forests, several small bays,
endless sandy beaches and a long offshore coral reef.

DAY 9, Oranjestad/Aruba

Arrival 08.00 am, Departure 02.00 pm Aruba, the most westerly
island in the Netherlands Antilles, is also the last in the arc of
the Antilles before you reach the South American mainland. Its
capital, Oranjestad, founded in 1796, shows that everything
here is a bit different. Caribbean pastel-colored houses and
Delft tiles, carved wooden doors and Dutch gables, all-around
balconies and colonial galleries. All of these features combine
to create a style which can only have one name - Aruban. Aruba
also offers a distinctive natural landscape, with an inland
desert, extensive sand dunes, oddly formed cliffs, impressive
cactus forests, strangely shaped divi-divi trees and countless
aloe plants.

DAY 10, Willemstad/Curaçao

Arrival 08.00 am Curaçao, alphabetically the last of the ABC, is
the largest in the Netherlands Antilles in terms of land area. The
neat capital, Willemstad, a trading post for the Dutch West India
Company in the 17th century, with its well preserved colonial
architecture, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The picturesque
location of the wide harbor canal, boulevards with beautifully
restored facades and colorful, typically Dutch gabled houses
make Willemstad a lively "Little Amsterdam", in the bright
Caribbean light, beneath palm trees, with azure bays and
pearl-white beaches.

Please Note:

Itineraries are subject to change.
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YOUR SHIP: SEA CLOUD SPIRIT

YOUR SHIP: Sea Cloud Spirit

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Building a three-mast full-rigged ship with traditional rigging in
the 21st century may seem a little unusual. For SEA CLOUD
CRUISES it is a commitment to true passion for sailing. With her
clear, classic line she follows the example of her elegant
windjammer sisters, but goes completely new ways. An entire
deck with balcony cabins, an exclusive wellness and SPA area,
a fitness room with sea view, a bistro on deck as an evening
alternative to "fine dining" in the restaurant - the youngest
member of the SEA CLOUD family offers plenty of room for
individuality in addition to genuine windjammer romance. The
SEA CLOUD SPIRIT combines traditional windjammer experience
with 21st century comfort with up to 136 passengers. Cabins
Even more comfort: of the 69 cabins from the owner suite to the
superior outside cabin, almost half have balconies or windows
to open. Public areas Spacious decks, a generous wellness and
SPA area, fitness with sea view and much more: on board the
SEA CLOUD SPIRIT, one does not only enjoy the freedom under
sails.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP

Category A: Suites with balcony. From Category B: Junior suites with balcony. From

Category C: De luxe lido cabins, outside. From Category D: De luxe cabins, outside. From

Category E: Superior cabins, outside. From Category F: Superior single cabins, outside. From

Guaranteed double cabins. From
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PRICING

11-Dec-2024 to 20-Dec-2024

Guaranteed double cabins. From £4013 GBP pp

Category E: Superior cabins,
outside. From £4323 GBP pp

Category D: De luxe cabins,
outside. From £5081 GBP pp

Category F: Superior single
cabins, outside. From £5484 GBP pp

Category C: De luxe lido cabins,
outside. From £5832 GBP pp

Category B: Junior suites with
balcony. From £7016 GBP pp

Category A: Suites with balcony.
From £8108 GBP pp


